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Question: 1
Your customer has run into an issue while troubleshooting survivorship rules in their Oracle Customer Data
Management staging instance which they recently configured. Now they are intending to move toward
production, but discovered that the survivorship rules are not working anymore. They checked the Manage
survivorship rules and all appears to be in place, but they are not functioning.

A.
B.
C.
D.
E.
F.

As an implementation advisor, which two will you suggest to resolve this issue? (Choose two.)
Check the merge resolution and run request dispatch job status.
Check whether theCDM_ENABLE_SURVIVORSHIP profile option is set.
Check whether survivorship rules are in the active state.
Check whether the ZCH_Enable_SURVIVORSHIP profile option is set.
Check whether the CDM_SURV_ENABLE profile option is set.

Answer: C, D
Question: 2
While implementing Oracle Customer Data Management, your customer noticed that their production
instancehas 1000 plusincorrect addresses as part of the address load. The customer is planning to
update these invalid addresses in Oracle Customer Data Management.
As an implementation advisor, what would you suggest to help the customer avoid such issues in future?

A.
B.
C.
D.

UseOracle Enterprise Data Quality (EDQ), which will auto-correct invalid addresses.
Provide the corrected addresses in the CSV format for reload.
Manually correct all incorrect addresses in the instance.
Subscribe to Oracle Address Verification CloudService.

Answer: D

Question: 3
You have configured Product Catalog and created many Product Groups. However, you areunable to
searchproducts under revenue line.
What should be done to enable this?

A.
B.
C.
D.

Product Group Hierarchy must be restructured.
Service Product Group Usage must be defined.
Base Product Group Usage must be defined.
Opportunity Management Alternate Catalog must be defined.

Answer: A
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Question: 4
A client is implementing Oracle Sales Cloud along with Oracle Customer Data Management (CDM). The
datamigration scope has around 10 million records in Contacts and Accounts, and a large percentage of
duplicates is expected during initialdata load. The client is asking for your recommendation to improve
the performance of the duplication data identification and resolution process.
Which two would you recommend to the client? (Choose two.)

A.
B.
C.
D.

Set ORA_ZCH_MERGE_SCOPE_LOOKUP to “CRM” instead of “ALL”.
Set ORA_ZCH_MERGE_MAX_REQUEST_LIMIT to less than “10” during initial data load.
Set ORA_ZCH_SETMASTER_LOOKUP to “Rule” during initial data load.
Decompose the data sets into smaller chunks by the selection criteria while submitting a
duplicateidentification batch.

Answer: B, D

Question: 5
In Oracle Sales cloud, a Sales Cloud object can have a maximum of how many fields?

A.
B.
C.
D.

725
675
325
625

Answer: D
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